Olympic Speedskaters Can’t Come to Terms With Lack of Skill
by Alex Dinsmoor ~ Sir-Writes-A-Lot

SOCHI, RUSSIA – American speedskaters in the winter Olympic games have so far had a rather disappointing performance in Sochi, with no medals won and no American skater higher than 7th place in a given event. Our skaters, who went into this Olympics after a very positive World Cup season overall, were hoping to bring home numerous medals to the United States and show the world that we are a speed skating force to be reckoned with, after dominating the two prior Olympics. However, once in Sochi, the Dutch have dominated the sport, with all 17 of their medals won in the sport so far; more medals than the US has in total. Many athletes on the US side are quick to point fingers as to their lack of performance.

“Ever since we received our Under Armor suits that were made of “space technology” or some shit like that, we have yet to have a good performance against our competitors. It’s clearly these suits that are causing us to suck!” stated speed skater Shani Davis told The Bull.

The suits in question, the Mach 39 speedsuits developed by Under Armor and Lockheed, were designed to be the fastest suits in the sport, combining space technologies and athletic know-how to create the world’s best suit. Even with the hype surrounding them, they have had a severely disappointing Olympics so far.

“These suits are the best ones on the market. They’re so fast that fast is too slow a word to describe them. I think it’s clear to the country that these skaters just suck.” One Under Armor engineer told The Bull.

The skaters have been less keen of this news, taking to their social channels to express their discontent. “We see Gotta Go Fast!!! on back

Studies Report Tonight Show to Return to Being Funny
by Alex Dinsmoor ~ Supreme Overlord

Experts in the field of television comedies are reporting that the Tonight Show will once again be funny on Monday night, following a many year stint where many in the country found it lacking of comedic material. With Monday night’s episode comes a new host after 21 years (minus some time inbetween), replacing Jay Leno with Jimmy Fallon, the old host of Late Night. The move, which many college students are excited over, comes months after Leno retired from his show. “Fallon was the obvious choice for this gig because, well, he is actually funny. Something that Tonight Show hasn’t seen in many, many years.” Said Lorne Michaels, executive producer of the show.

“For years, I remember having to suffer through the Tonight Show while waiting for Late Night. It was terrible. Now I can actually enjoy my time watching TV instead of having to stare at the TV in distaste with it on mute.” Stated a local college student.

Fallon is also excited of the change, as he has “never even imagined I would get to this point in my life,” stated Fallon. “Even in my wildest dreams, I would have never predicted this would happen to me. It’s truly an honor to bring comedy back to Tonight.”

Although many are excited for the move, there still exist many parents who will miss Jay and his “comedy”. It has been reported that 1.2 million parents are gearing up to protest the move, with many dads citing the fact that “it’s crucial to have someone hosting Tonight that knows how to rebuild a car”. The parents, which come
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totally don't suck this much! It has to be something else!” one American speed skater tweeted. News of their lack of skill has been making waves around the skating world, with many American speed skaters refusing to accept that fact that they just aren't fast. “But I was number one in the world before this, how could someone that I never competed against be faster than me!” Heather Richardson stated.

Many in the media have been skeptical of the US training methods so far, with some calling the US time trial timing system “flawed” and “purposely rigged to show faster times to inflate their egos”. “After all the babying they received in their training, it’s only obvious that the American athletes are underperforming. They simply suck.” One reporter told The Bull.

With American speed skaters at an all time low, Americans are turning to skiing, where the athletes are skills and actually winning medals.
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from all areas of the country, are calling for a television blackout during every night’s Tonight Show until Leno returns.

“It’s our duty as the American consumer to show that we want a true comedian in that position and not someone who sings and dances with people from boy bands! How am I supposed to trust someone like that!” stated a grandpa from Omaha, NE.

NBC executives are also excited for the change, as the change is supposed to bring in higher than ever ratings. “For years, we have struggled in the Tonight Show block, citing a loss of viewership the longer Leno was on the air. For years we weren’t sure if it was his chin or just his material, but after 20 years and forcing him to leave, we can truly look towards greener pastures; ones that are filled with loads and loads of cash.”

One can watch The Tonight Show at 11:35 on NBC. 😊

It's Monday Punday! Guess the pun!